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Abstract

Richardson-Gaudin states provide a basis of the Hilbert space for strongly corre-

lated electrons. In this study, optimal expressions for the transition density matrix

elements between Richardson-Gaudin states are obtained with a cost comparable with

the corresponding reduced density matrix elements. Analogues of the Slater-Condon

rules are identified based on the number of near-zero singular values of the RG state

overlap matrix. Finally, a perturbative approach is shown to be close in quality to a

configuration interaction of Richardson-Gaudin states while being feasible to compute.

Introduction

Weakly correlated electrons are well described by Kohn-Sham density functional theory (KS-

DFT) and coupled-cluster (CC) theory.1–6 The qualitative behaviour is approximated by a

Slater determinant and corrected by an approximate functional (KS-DFT) or by developing

the wavefunction (CC). Both approaches are succesful as the corrections are small. In either

case the approach is well understood, systematic improvement is possible, and results are

easily computable by the non-expert with software packages.

For strongly correlated electrons there is generally no obvious Slater determinant refer-

ence. Many Slater determinants are required so that a qualitative mean-field description is

difficult. The complete active space self-consistent field (CASSCF)7–10 is successful if the

important orbitals are few enough in number and easily identified. Approximate CASSCF

solvers11–19 have been developed to treat larger systems, for which the density matrix renor-

malization group (DMRG)20–25 has also been applied with great success. These methods

target the wavefunction directly in a computationally efficient manner without making ref-

erence to a mean-field picture.

It is understood that pairs of electrons are a more appropriate starting point for strongly

correlated electrons.26 The antisymmetrized product of interacting geminals (APIG) pro-

vides an excellent description of paired electrons for an intractable cost.27–33 These results are
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obtainable at mean-field cost through the antisymmetric product of 1-reference orbital gemi-

nals (AP1roG),34 or eqiuvalently, pair-coupled-cluster doubles (pCCD).35–53 AP1roG/pCCD

shows excellent results for the ground state energy of systems with no unpaired electrons.

Generalizations to systems with unpaired electrons, or broken pairs of electrons, is however

not obvious.

The reduced Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS)54–56 Hamiltonian is an exactly solvable

model whose eigenvectors are products of pairs of electrons. These states were first obtained

by Richardson57–59 and generalized by Gaudin60 and are thus referred to as Richardson-

Gaudin (RG) states. As eigenvectors of a physical model, RG states form a basis for the

Hilbert space. It has been shown for strongly correlated model systems that a single RG state

is a good starting point, much like a Slater determinant for weakly correlated systems.61–63

RG states are feasible as their reduced density matrix (RDM) elements are cheap to

compute,64–66 and their couplings with excited states decay rapidly with excitation level.67

Previous constructions of the transition density matrix (TDM) elements to perform a config-

uration interaction with singles and doubles (CISD) of RG states scaled very poorly, which

is a situation remedied herein. The purpose of this contribution is to nail down the details of

using RG states for fully paired electrons, the so-called seniority-zero sector. This is meant

as a stepping stone to RG states with unpaired electrons, which are much more complicated

and will be treated in a future contribution.

This manuscript is organized as follows. First, a brief overview of RG states is given,

discussing in particular their density matrix elements and low-lying excited states. Optimal

expressions for the TDM elements are obtained using an approach developed by Chen and

Scuseria for Wick’s theorem applied to Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov states.68 Second, contri-

butions of the individual RG states to the RGCISD wavefunction are studied, leading to

analogues of the Slater-Condon rules for RG states. Finally, perturbation theory is shown

to give comparable results to RGCISD at a fraction of the cost.
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Richardson-Gaudin States

This section provides a brief outline of Richardson-Gaudin states, keeping the details to a

minimum. For a complete description see ref.69 There are always N sites or spatial orbitals

labelled with indices i, j, k, l, and M pairs labelled with indices a, b.

RG states are built from pairs of electrons, which are elementary representations of the

Lie algebra su(2). For each spatial orbital there are three operators

S+
i = a†i↑a

†
i↓, S−

i = ai↓ai↑, Sz
i =

1

2

(
a†i↑ai↑ + a†i↓ai↓ − 1

)
. (1)

S+
i creates a pair in spatial orbital i, S−

i removes a pair in spatial orbital i, while Sz
i gives

+1
2

for a pair-occupied spatial orbital, −1
2

for an empty spatial orbital, and 0 for a singly-

occupied orbital. These operators have the usual structure of the spin operators of su(2)

[S+
i , S

−
j ] = 2δijS

z
i (2)

[Sz
i , S

±
j ] = ±δijS±

i . (3)

It is convenient to use n̂i = 2Sz
i + 1, which counts the number of electrons in spatial orbital

i. RG states are the eigenvectors of the reduced BCS Hamiltonian

ĤBCS =
1

2

N∑
k=1

εkn̂k −
g

2

N∑
k,l=1

S+
k S

−
l . (4)

They are products of RG pairs

S+(u) =
N∑
i=1

S+
i

u− εi
(5)

which depend on a set of complex numbers usually called rapidities. The RG pair (5) is a

linear combination of all one-pair states weighted by the difference of the rapidity and the

energy εi of the spatial orbital i. Rapidities are not free variables. In particular for the RG
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state

|{u}⟩ = S+(u1)S
+(u2) . . . S

+(uM) |θ⟩ (6)

to be an eigenvector of the reduced BCS Hamiltonian, the rapidities {u} must be a solution

of the nonlinear equations

2

g
+

N∑
i=1

1

ua − εi
+

M∑
b( ̸=a)=1

2

ub − ua
= 0, ∀a = 1, . . .M (7)

first derived by Richardson, and are hence known as Richardson’s equations. Each RG state

is defined by a complete set of rapidities that together solve Richardson’s equations. Thus,

strictly speaking there are no rapidities shared between eigenvectors of the reduced BCS

Hamiltonian.

Numerically solving Richardson’s equations is possible, but extra care must be taken near

the critical points where a rapidity coincides with a single-particle energy.70–73 It is far easier

to work with so-called eigenvalue-based variables (EBV)

Ui =
M∑
a=1

g

εi − ua
(8)

which are solutions of the non-linear equations

U2
i − 2Ui − g

N∑
k(̸=i)=1

Uk − Ui

εk − εi
= 0, ∀i = 1, . . . , N. (9)

Taking the sum of Richardson’s equations, for each a, one finds that the EBV satisfy the

sum rule

N∑
i=1

Ui = 2M. (10)
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These equations are easy to solve numerically and do not have troublesome critical points.

For the complete details of solving the EBV equations (9) see refs.62,74,75 It is convenient

to use rapidities when looking at the geminal coefficients in each pair (5), but numerically

they are not productive to compute. RG pairs and states have clear definitions in terms of

rapidities but do not in terms of EBV. Thus, we continue to label RG states with rapidities

even if we do not compute them numerically.

When g = 0, the reduced BCS Hamiltonian is non-interacting and the EBV equations

(9) decouple completely

Ui(Ui − 2) = 0, (11)

whose solutions are M EBV equal to 2 and N −M EBV equal to 0. These RG states are

Slater determinants whose pair-occupied orbitals correspond to the particular EBV equal to

2. The remarkable fact is that as g grows in either direction, the RG states are connected

uniquely to one solution at g = 0.76,77 RG states can thus be labelled by the bitstring of

the Slater determinant they represent at g = 0 even though at finite g they are not Slater

determinants. The ground state of the reduced BCS Hamiltonian is always labelled by M

1s followed by N −M 0s, while the highest excited state is always labelled by N −M 0s

followed by M 1s. Other RG states will cross, but these are always strict crossings and not

avoided crossings.78–80

Density matrix elements

Expressions for the density matrices are known both in terms of rapidities64,65,81,82 and more

recently in terms of the EBV.66 These formulas require the rapidities to be solutions of

Richardson’s equations (7) or the EBV to be solutions of the EBV equations (9): they are

on-shell. If the rapidities do not satisfy Richardson’s equations, or the EBV do not satisfy

the EBV equations (9), they are off-shell. The expressions in terms of the EBV are preferred
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as they avoid unnecessary computations and are more stable.

The physical systems we wish to solve are Coulomb Hamiltonians

ĤC =
N∑

i,j=1

hij
∑
σ

a†iσajσ +
1

2

N∑
i,j,k,l=1

Vijkl
∑
στ

a†iσa
†
jτalτakσ (12)

where the 1- and 2-electron integrals are expressed in a basis {ϕ}

hij =

∫
drϕ∗

i (r)

(
−1

2
∇2 −

∑
I

ZI

|r−RI |

)
ϕj(r) (13)

Vijkl =

∫
dr1dr2

ϕ∗
i (r1)ϕ

∗
j(r2)ϕk(r1)ϕl(r2)

|r1 − r2|
. (14)

σ and τ represent spin labels, and the integrals are taken in a restricted formalism. Un-

restricted and generalized integrals may be used with no formal complication. The RDM

elements for RG states are simple. In particular, the energy expression for the Hamiltonian

(12) evaluated with an RG state is

E[{ε}, g] = 2
N∑
k=1

hkkγk +
N∑
k=1

N∑
l( ̸=k)=1

(2Vklkl − Vkllk)Dkl +
N∑

k,l=1

VkkllPkl, (15)

where the 1-RDM elements γk are diagonal, while the 2-RDM reduces to 2 N ×N matrices:

the diagonal-correlation function Dkl and the pair-correlation function Pkl

γk =
1

2

⟨{u}|n̂k|{u}⟩
⟨{u}|{u}⟩

(16a)

Dkl =
1

4

⟨{u}|n̂kn̂l|{u}⟩
⟨{u}|{u}⟩

(16b)

Pkl =
⟨{u}|S+

k S
−
l |{u}⟩

⟨{u}|{u}⟩
. (16c)

From the representation of the pair operators (1), it is seen that the diagonal elements Dkk

and Pkk refer to the same element of the 2-RDM, which is itself equal to γk. Arbitrarily, this

value is assigned to Pkk = γk and Dkk is set to zero.
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Scalar products between RG states have a simple expression in terms of a determinant.

For {u} on-shell, and {v} arbitrary,

⟨{u}|{v}⟩ = η det J (17)

with the factor η = (−1)N−M
(
g
2

)−2M and the matrix

Jkl =


Uk + Vk − 2 +

∑N
i( ̸=k)=1

g
εi−εk

, k = l,

g
εk−εl

, k ̸= l.

(18)

When normalized, the factor η will appear both in the numerator and the denominator, so

the factor (g
2
)−2M can be omitted to avoid overflows. It is important however to keep track

of the sign. Henceforth, η = (−1)N−M .

One- and two-body density matrix elements are computable from the first

A[J ]i,k = (−1)i+kη det J i,k (19)

and second cofactors of J

A[J ]ij,kl = (−1)i+j+k+l+h(i−j)+h(k−l)η det J ij,kl. (20)

J i,k is J without the ith row and the kth column, and J ij,kl is J without the ith and jth

rows, and the kth and lth columns. Second cofactors are antisymmetric with respect to the

exchange of i, j and k, l which is accounted with the Heaviside function h(x)

h(x) =


1 x > 0

0 x ≤ 0.

(21)

The factor of η has been absorbed into the cofactors to clean up the resulting expressions.
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The RDM and TDM expressions are equivalent, differing only in the way the cofactors are

computed. The 1-body elements are a single summation over first cofactors

γuvk :=
1

2
⟨{u}|n̂k|{v}⟩ =

N∑
l=1

VlA[J ]
l,k. (22)

With

Kkl = VkVl + g
Vk − Vl
εk − εl

, (23)

2-body diagonal elements are summations over second cofactors

Duv
kl : =

1

4
⟨{u}|n̂kn̂l|{v}⟩ (24)

= KklA[J ]
kl,kl +

N∑
i(̸=k,l)=1

KilA[J ]
il,kl +

N∑
i(̸=k,l)=1

KikA[J ]
ki,kl

+
N∑

i(̸=k,l)=1

N∑
j(̸=k,l)=i+1

(εk − εi)(εl − εj) + (εk − εj)(εl − εi)

(εk − εl)(εj − εi)
KijA[J ]

ij,kl, (25)

while the pair-transfer elements are summations over first and second cofactors

P uv
kl : = ⟨{u}|S+

k S
−
l |{v}⟩ (26)

=

(
Vl +

(εk − εl)

g
(VlVl − VlJll)

)
A[J ]l,k +

N∑
i(̸=k,l)=1

εi − εk
εi − εl

ViA[J ]
i,k

− 2
N∑

i(̸=k,l)=1

εk − εi
εl − εi

KilA[J ]
il,kl − 2

N∑
i(̸=k,l)=1

N∑
j(̸=k,l)=i+1

(εk − εi)(εk − εj)

(εk − εl)(εj − εi)
KijA[J ]

ij,kl.

(27)

Thus, to effectively compute the density matrix elements, the first and second cofactors of

J must be computed as efficiently as possible.

When the two RG states are the same and on-shell {v} = {u}, the matrix J becomes
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the Jacobian of the EBV equations, which is emphasized as J̄

J̄kl =


2Uk − 2 +

∑N
i(̸=k)=1

g
εi−εk

, k = l,

g
εk−εl

, k ̸= l.

(28)

As J̄ ’s determinant is the square of the norm of a physical state, it is well-conditioned and

can be inverted. (There are exceptions when the {ε} become exactly degenerate. This is an

issue that will be treated in a separate contribution.) The adjugate formula for the inverse

ensures that the elements of J̄−1 are the normalized first cofactors of J̄

J̄−1
ij =

A[J ]j,i

η det J̄
, (29)

which are the actual quantities desired to calculate RDM elements. Normalized second

cofactors are obtained from a theorem of Jacobi83

A[J̄ ]ij,kl

η det J̄
=
A[J̄ ]i,k

η det J̄

A[J̄ ]j,l

η det J̄
− A[J̄ ]i,l

η det J̄

A[J̄ ]j,k

η det J̄
=

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
J̄−1
ki J̄−1

li

J̄−1
kj J̄−1

lj

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ (30)

which holds so long as the matrix J̄ is non-singular. If pth-order cofactors of J̄ are required,

Jacobi’s theorem reduces them to a p×p determinant of the normalized first cofactors. Thus,

to compute RDM elements, a single matrix inversion is required.

When the two RG states are on-shell but distinct {v} ≠ {u}, the determinant of J must

be zero as it represents the overlap of different non-degenerate eigenvectors of the reduced

BCS Hamiltonian. The linear combination of the columns

∑
j

(Uj − Vj)Jij = 0 (31)

is zero, and thus the matrix J has rank N − 1.84 As a result, the approach of inverting J

and using Jacobi’s theorem must be modified. The way to proceed appeared recently in a
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related but different context.68 Managing the divergences is possible through the singular

value decomposition (SVD) of J

J = UΣV†. (32)

The matrices U and V should not be confused with the EBV (8), they are the usual unitary

matrices defining the SVD. Formally, J has rank N −1, so has one singular value, σN that is

very small. It won’t be exactly zero as the EBV are computed as the solutions of the EBV

equations (9) to double precision. As σN is present regardless of the RG states involved, it

will be referred to as the fundamental singular value. Additional small singular values will

appear based on which states are involved, but are generally orders of magnitude larger than

σN .

The strategy to evaluate the cofactors is now straightforward. The inverse, computed by

the SVD, has poles corresponding to the small singular values: J−1 may be separated into a

singular part JS and a regular part JR

J−1 = detU detV
∏
β

σβ
∑
α

1

σα
VαU †

α = JS + JR. (33)

The individual singular values σα near zero are grouped into the set S. Define ζ = detU detV

and

λR =
∏
α/∈S

σα (34)

λS =
∏
α∈S

σα (35)

so that det J = ζλRλS . Further, the products of small singular values, without particular
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ones are

λSk =
∏

α∈S̸=k

σα (36)

λSkl =
∏

α∈S̸=k,l

σα. (37)

For small singular values α ∈ S define

Jα = VαU †
α (38)

so that the singular part of J−1 is the sum

JS =
∑
α∈S

1

σα
Jα (39)

with Uα and Vα the αth columns of U and V . The regular part of J−1 is

JR =
∑
α/∈S

1

σα
VαU †

α. (40)

The first cofactors can now be computed from (29),

A[J ]i,k = η det JJ−1
ki = (−1)N−MζλR

∑
α∈S

λSαJ
α
ik. (41)

The regular part JR does not contribute as it will be scaled by all the singular values, and

is thus zero. Likewise, the second cofactors are

A[J ]ij,kl = (−1)N−MζλR(λS(JR
ikJ

R
jl − JR

il J
R
jk) +

∑
α∈S

λSα(J
α
ikJ

R
jl + Jα

jlJ
R
ik − Jα

ilJ
R
jk − Jα

jkJ
R
il )

+
∑

α<β∈S

λSαβ(J
α
ikJ

β
jl + Jα

jlJ
β
ik − Jα

ilJ
β
jk − Jα

jkJ
β
il)) (42)

Notice that in the double sum over the small singular values, there are no diagonal terms
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as these cancel exactly. The poles in the inverse have thus been removed and the construc-

tion may proceed. The cofactors are then normalized by dividing by the squareroot of the

products of the norms of the two states. Thus, to compute the second cofactors we take

the SVD of the matrix J , and construct the regular JR and singular Jα parts of its inverse.

Usually there is only the single small singular value σN to deal with, and this approach is

very efficient: the first and second cofactors become

A[J ]i,k = (−1)N−MζλRJN
ik (43)

A[J ]ij,kl = (−1)N−MζλR(JN
ikJ

R
jl + JN

jl J
R
ik − JN

il J
R
jk − JN

jkJ
R
il ). (44)

Generally, there will be more than one small singular value, and a decision must be made

regarding how small is to be considered small enough to be included in S. In this contribu-

tion, if the ratio of the largest to the smallest singular values is at least 108, the last singular

value is removed and added to S. This process is repeated until the ratio is smaller than

108. Varying this threshold did not change the results at all. In such cases precision in the

result is already lost.

Finally, notice that the number of small singular values in J dictates the order of non-

zero cofactors to be considered. In particular, if J has two small singular values then J has

rank N − 2 and its first cofactors vanish, while if J has three small singular values then J

has rank N − 3 and its second cofactors vanish etc. This has a direct analogue in the usual

Wick’s theorem for fermions and the Slater-Condon rules for Slater determinants. There,

the number of zero singular values of the overlap matrix corresponds to the relative level

of excitation of the two Slater determinants. Overlap matrices with more than two zero

singular values give no 1- or 2-body transition elements. The distinction here is that the

number of small singular values of J can change as a function of the parameters {ε} and g.

It will be shown that there are patterns giving analogues of Slater-Condon rules.

Thus, for each pair of states, the cost of evaluating the TDM elements is now the same
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as the RDM elements for each individual state: there are O(N2) elements to compute, and

each requires a double sum over the second cofactors (which are computed on-the-fly from

primitive summands) giving a scaling of O(N4). Efficient grouping of the summations as

matrix-vector products might reduce this cost by one order of magnitude.

RG reference and excitations

The results of the previous section hold for any RG state. The focus will now be drawn to

those of chemical interest. Consider H2 in a minimal basis, treated variationally with an RG

state. This treatment is exact.61 The reduced BCS Hamiltonian for a pair of electrons in two

orbitals has three parameters: ε1, ε2 and g, though as two can be chosen to define the energy

scale and energy reference point, there is a single degree of freedom. Thus, a variational

treatment of minimal basis H2 with an RG state is a one-variable problem, in particular the

ratio ε2−ε1
|g| . One sees in Figure 1 (a) that this ratio appears to decay exponentially with

1 2 3 4 5 6
r (a0)

0

2

4

6

8

10

a)

|g|

1 2 3 4 5 6
r (a0)

3

2

1

0

1

2

b)

ln |g|

Figure 1: Plots of the single variational parameter, ∆ε
|g| as a function of r for H2 in the

STO-6G basis set. (a) Linear plot. (b) Plot of natural logarithm. Least squares regression:
R2 = 0.9998, rC = 2.97 bohr.

the H – H bond-length, which is confirmed in Figure 1 (b) as ln ∆ε
|g| is linear with r. The

x-intercept, rC , occurs where ln ∆ε
|g| = 0 or ∆ε = |g|. For r < rC , the orbital energy gap ∆ε

is larger than the effective Coulomb repulsion g and the effects of weak correlation dominate
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while the opposite is true when r > rC . At rC the strong and weak correlation effects are in

balance, and on either side of rC one of these effects decays rapidly.

In a previous report, it was found that the variationally optimal RG state for a 1D chain

of 2M Hydrogen atoms is just M copies of the 1-pair solution of H2: the parameters ε

group into sets of two, and the corresponding RG pairs each become localized in two spatial

orbitals.62 The corresponding reduced BCS Hamiltonian reduces to a valence-bond (VB)

form

ĤV B =
1

2

M∑
a=1

(a− 1)ξn̂2a + ((a− 1)ξ +∆εa)n̂2a+1 −
g

2

N∑
k,l=1

S+
k S

−
l , (45)

in terms of a large energy gap ξ, and small energy gaps ∆εa for each pair. The effective

degrees of freedom have been substantially reduced, and the behaviour of the model is

simple. The pairing strength g is similar in size to ∆εa but is much smaller than ξ resulting

in a collection of nearly decoupled two-level subsystems, which will be named valence-bond

subsystems (VBS). Each VBS is denoted by indices a = 1, . . . ,M and it is convenient to

label their single particle energies εa1 and εa2 such that

∆εa = εa2 − εa1 . (46)

The desired RG state places one pair in each VBS, which is the state labelled by the

bitstring (10)M for M pairs. When g = 0, this state is a Slater determinant of the lower

levels in each VBS, but any finite g will cause partial occupation of both levels. Here, ĤV B

is for a half-filled valence system with no core or virtual levels. In general, there will be

individual single-particle energies ε that are isolated from one another compared with g and

are much lower (core) or higher (virtual) in energy than the ε describing the valence-bonds.

For Mc pairs in the core and Mv pairs in the valence, such that Mc +M +Mv = N , the

desired RG state is 1Mc(10)M0Mv .
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Each RG pair localizes in one VBS

S+(ua) =
∑
i

S+
i

ua − εi
≈ c1(ua)S

+
a1
+ c2(ua)S

+
a2

(47)

with small contributions from the other sites. This is the form of the generalized valence-

bond / perfect pairing (GVB-PP)85–91 wavefunction. It is not the ground state of ĤV B, but

that doesn’t matter: the parameters ∆εa and g are auxiliary variables to describe the pairs,

and do not represent physical energies. ∆εa
g

again decays exponentially with the interatomic

distance, though distinct pairs generally have different values of rC . For linear H4, both pairs

have rC = 3.1 bohr, while in linear H8 two of the pairs have rC = 3.1 bohr and the other

two have rC = 3.3 bohr.69

The (10)M RG state, which henceforth will be denoted |M⟩, represents M pairs of elec-

trons similar to GVB-PP. Like GVB-PP, correlation within each pair is well accounted while

correlation between pairs is not. Unlike GVB-PP, |M⟩ is an eigenvector of a model Hamil-

tonian, whose weak excitations can be constructed systematically to account for the missing

interpair correlation. Single pair excitations have bitstrings that differ from the reference

by one 1 and one 0, which can happen in two ways. Excitations within a VBS, swaps, have

bitstrings composed of M−1 (10)s and one (01). The M swaps will be labelled |Ma
a ⟩, with a

denoting the VBS in which the pair has been excited. Excitations from one VBS to another,

transfers, have bitstrings of M − 2 (10)s, one (00) and one (11). These will be labelled |Ma
b ⟩

to denote that a pair has been transferred from VBS b to VBS a.

Double excitations occur in 3 types based on how many indices are shared. There are

double swaps |Mab
ab ⟩, swap plus transfers |Mab

ad⟩, and double transfers |Mab
cd ⟩. One might ask

if this nomenclature is correct as a double swap could also be thought of as a double transfer

a → b and b → a. In reality, both of these processes are counted and it will be seen that

these states are different from the other double transfers. Higher excitations can be labelled

and classified in the same manner, but as their contributions are incredibly weak they will
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not be discussed further.

With the relevant RG states identified, their individual contributions will now be studied.

Slater-Condon rules

In ref.67 it was seen that the RG ground state 1M0N−M coupled appreciably only with its

single and double pair excitations. This will now be established and justified for the RG state

|M⟩. Previous studies of small strongly correlated systems of Hydrogen atoms were very well

described with a configuration interaction (CI) of RG states.63,69 These systems do not exist

in reality: a linear chain of equidistant Hydrogen atoms would undergo a Peirls distortion

and become a set of independent H2 molecules. However, these systems are studied as they

maximize the effects of strong correlation while being small enough to treat exactly.

RG states have no unpaired electrons: they have zero seniority. They are thus ap-

proximations to a CI of all Slater determinants with no unpaired electrons, the so-called

doubly-occupied configuration interaction (DOCI). DOCI is not exact though it has been

shown that classifying Slater determinants by seniority leads provides a systematic hierar-

chy for strongly correlated systems, even multiple bond-breaking processes like N2.92 DOCI

depends on the choice of orbitals: a Slater determinant that has no unpaired electrons in a

given set of orbitals will have unpaired electrons in a different set of orbitals. It is therefore

necessary to use orbital-optimized (OO-)DOCI. The OO-DOCI results for equidistant linear

H4 and H8 were computed in the basis STO-6G in ref.61 For these systems, a CI of the

RG state |M⟩ along with its singles and doubles, RGCISD, is numerically indistinguishable

from OO-DOCI.69 The CI coefficients of each RG state contributing to RGCISD will now

be studied to demonstrate that the expansion is short, and that the couplings between the

RG states follow simple rules.

CI coefficients of the RG states contributing to the ground state of equidistant linear H4

are shown as a function of the H – H distance in Figure 2. For this system, RGCISD and
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Figure 2: CI coefficients for the RGCISD ground state of linear H4: (a) Reference RG state
|M⟩ (absolute value). (b) Single pair transfer states |M1

2 ⟩ and |M2
1 ⟩. (c) Single pair swap

states |M1
1 ⟩ and |M2

2 ⟩. (d) Double pair swap state |M12
12 ⟩. Results computed with the OO-

DOCI orbitals in the STO-6G basis set.

DOCI have the same cardinality and thus the two treatments are equivalent. Raw energy

curves are not informative, as RGCISD is indistinguishable from OO-DOCI, but are shown in

ref.69 As expected, the coefficient of the reference |M⟩ completely dominates the expansion,

only differing from 1 near the “equilibrium” geometry at r = 1.65 bohr. The transfers |M2
1 ⟩

and |M1
2 ⟩ provide the interpair weak correlation and drop off very quickly once r is greater

than rC = 3.1 bohr. The contributions from the swaps |M1
1 ⟩ and |M2

2 ⟩ are weak and centred

at zero. Finally, the double swap |M12
12 ⟩ gives a weak contribution near equilibrium, but

grows and peaks at r = 2.95 bohr, which is just before rC , before decaying back to zero.

The same behaviour is seen in the CI coefficients of the RG states for linear H8. Here
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Figure 3: CI coefficients for the RGCISD ground state of linear H8: (a) Reference RG state
|M⟩ (absolute value). (b) Sum of absolute values for single pair transfer states. (c) Single
pair swap states. (d) Sum of absolute values for double pair excitations. Results computed
with the OO-DOCI orbitals in the STO-6G basis set.

RGCISD is not DOCI, but it has been seen previously that the difference is on the order

of 10−10 Eh.69 Sums of absolute values of CI coefficients are plotted rather than individual

coefficients for two reasons. First, to keep the plots clean and legible. Second, it is near-

impossible to get clean continuous curves as even a very small discontinuity in any of the

parameters, in particular the orbital coefficients, will cause a large difference in the individual

CI coeffcients but no difference in the energy. Sums of absolute values of CI coefficients are

invariant to such discontinuities while retaining the physical meaning. The expansion is

completely dominated by the reference |M⟩ with important contributions from the single

transfers |Ma
b ⟩ near the equilibrium geometry at r = 1.75 bohr. These contributions drop
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off very quickly, reaching roughly one tenth of their maximal value by r = 3.3 bohr. The

single swaps |Ma
a ⟩ are small, and on either side of zero. Individual coefficients for the swaps

are plotted to convey the message. Contributions from the double swaps |Mab
ab ⟩ are maximal

at r = 3.0 bohr, again just before the critical points rC .

The coupling of the reference |M⟩ to each state goes to zero as r becomes large, but

in different ways. One might expect that all the TDM elements go to zero, but this is not

the case. Couplings between the reference and swaps have non-zero γk and Pkl elements

within a VBS, but with opposite sign. In the large r limit, the intra-VBS 1-body integrals

ha1a1 = ha2a2 are degenerate, as are the 2-body direct integrals

Va1a1a1a1 = Va1a1a2a2 = Va2a2a1a1 = Va2a2a2a2 , (48)

while the exchange integrals are always the same by symmetry

Va1a2a1a2 = Va2a1a2a1 , (49)

so the sum of γk and Pkl contributions will vanish. There are non-zero Dkl elements between

VBS, which at dissociation become for the particular VBS a and all other VBS b

Db1a1 = Db2a1 = −Db1a2 = −Db2a2 =
1

4
. (50)

The exchange integrals Vijji between VBS are zero as the orbitals are localized, and the

direct elements are degenerate

Va1a1b1b1 = Va1a1b2b2 = Va2a2b1b1 = Va2a2b2b2 (51)

so the couplings ⟨M |ĤC |Ma
a ⟩ = 0 when r becomes large.

Couplings between the reference and single transfers have no contribution from one-body
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elements past rC . The TDM elements γk themselves vanish as J develops a second small

singular value. While small, it is orders of magnitude larger than the fundamental singular

value σN . At large r there are small, but non-zero, Dkl elements between VBS, i.e. for

the coupling of the reference with the single transfer state |M b
a⟩ describing the pair transfer

a→ b

Da1b1 = −Da1b2 = Db1a1 = −Db1a2 = −Db2a1 = Db2a2 = −Da2b1 = Da2b2 . (52)

The direct integrals between VBS are degenerate

Va1a1b1b1 = Va1a1b2b2 = Va2a2b1b1 = Va2a2b2b2 , (53)

while the exchange integrals between VBS are zero, so theDkl couplings between the reference

and the single transfer give no contribution. There are non-zero Pkl elements between VBS,

in particular there are the expected forward scattering

−Pa1b1 = Pa1b2 = Pa2b1 = −Pb2a2 =
1

2
, (54)

in addition to much smaller backward scattering

−Pb1a1 = Pb1a2 = Pb2a1 = −Pb2a2 (55)

elements. However, as these will be weighted by exchange (real pair-transfer) integrals

Va1b1b1a1 = Va1b2b2a1 = Va2b1b1a2 = Va2b2b2a2 = 0 (56)

when r is large these give no contribution either and hence ⟨M |ĤC |M b
a⟩ = 0.

For couplings of the reference |M⟩ with doubles, the matrix J always has a second small

singular value, though again it is generally much larger than the fundamental σN . As a
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result, none of the doubles couple to the reference through 1-body elements γk. At large r,

the coupling between the reference |M⟩ and a double swap |Mab
ab ⟩ has non-zero elements

Da1b1 = −Da1b2 = −Da2b1 = Da2b2 = Db1a1 = −Db1a2 = −Db2a1 = Db2a2 =
1

4
(57)

which give zero contribution as the corresponding integrals are again symmetric. There are

also very small

Pa1b1 = −Pa1b2 = −Pa2b1 = Pa2b2 = −Pb1a1 = Pb1a2 = Pb2a1 = −Pb2a2 (58)

elements between VBS, which also give zero contribution as the exchange integrals between

VBS go to zero for large r. Couplings of the reference |M⟩ with pair plus transfers |Mac
ab ⟩

and double transfers |M cd
ab ⟩ only have non-zero contributions from Pkl type elements, though

the largest of these is on the order of 10−6. Thus the reference does not couple at all with

doubles at large r.

For H8, there are a limited set of triple excitations, as well as a quadruple swap. The

triples always have at least 3 small singular values, with an additional small singular value

developed for those involving a transfer. The quadruple swap always has 4 small singular

values. As a result, the first and second cofactors of J are always near-zero and there is no

coupling to the reference at any value of r.

Following these observations, analogues of the Slater-Condon rules for the RG reference

|M⟩ may be stated:

1. For a k-fold excitation, J always has k small singular values. Additional small singular

values appear for each transfer once ∆εa < |g|: a single transfer acquires one extra

small singular value, double transfers acquire two extra small singular values, etc.

2. If J has one small singular value (in particular σN), there are one- and two-body

couplings.
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3. If J has two small singular values, only two-body couplings are present.

4. If J has more than two small singular values, there is no coupling for a two-body

operator.

Perturbation theory

Having established that a given RG reference |M⟩ has no couplings beyond doubles, and

thus that RGCISD ≈ DOCI, it would be nice to reduce the calculation to something actu-

ally feasible. Building the RGCISD matrix means computing the complete TDM (O(N4))

for the M(N −M) single excitations, and
(
M
2

)(
N−M

2

)
double excitations, which scales like

O(N4M8). Even building the RGCIS matrix has a cost on the order of O(N4M4), which is

more expensive than the resulting matrix diagonalization. As the RGCISD wavefunction is

dominated by the reference |M⟩, single reference perturbation theory (PT) would seem to

be an attractive alternative.

The standard Rayleigh-Schrödinger (RS) PT construction decomposes the Hamiltonian

we wish to solve, in this case ĤC the Coulomb Hamiltonian (12), as an exactly solvable

reference Ĥ0 plus a perturbation

ĤC = Ĥ0 + λ(ĤC − Ĥ0) (59)

and builds energetic corrections order by order with the eigenvectors of Ĥ0

Ĥ0 |ψ(0)
α ⟩ = E(0)

α |ψ(0)
α ⟩ . (60)

From a given reference |ψ(0)
0 ⟩, the 2nd order correction to the energy is

E
(2)
RS =

∑
α ̸=0

| ⟨ψ(0)
α |ĤC |ψ(0)

0 ⟩ |2

E
(0)
0 − E

(0)
α

. (61)
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In the present case, the chosen reference would be Ĥ0 = ĤV B (45) which is far from ĤC .

Worse, as |ψ(0)
0 ⟩ = |M⟩ is not the ground state of (45), the 2nd order correction (61) can be

positive. For H8 this does happen, and is so disastrous the curve won’t be presented. Such

failure was also observed for RSPT corrections to RG states for individual electrons.93,94

A much better treatment is obtained by defining Ĥ0 in terms of the expected values of

the target ĤC

Ĥ0 =
∑
α

|ψ(0)
α ⟩ ⟨ψ(0)

α |ĤC |ψ(0)
α ⟩ ⟨ψ(0)

α | =
∑
α

Eα |ψ(0)
α ⟩ ⟨ψ(0)

α | , (62)

which is the Epstein95-Nesbet96 (EN) partitioning. The state |M⟩ is the now the ground

state of Ĥ0, and the 2nd order energy correction is

E
(2)
EN =

∑
α ̸=0

| ⟨ψ(0)
α |ĤC |ψ(0)

0 ⟩ |2

E0 − Eα

. (63)

As only TDM elements involving the reference are required, this correction is computable

with O(N4M2) cost. ENPT is known to have issues with size-consistency. In the present

case, the results appear to be size-consistent so long as the orbitals are localized. If the

orbitals are not localized, then RG states are not size-consitent either.
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Figure 4: ENPT2 corrections for linear H8. (a) Perturbative ENPT2 corrections computed
with singles, and singles and doubles. (b) Difference of ENPT2 corrections with RGCISD.
Results computed with the OO-DOCI orbitals in the STO-6G basis set.
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ENPT2 corrections employing single and double excitations for H8 are shown in Figure

(4). Raw energies are not plotted as it is impossible to discern the curves. Notice that the

difference between ENPT2 using singles is very close to RGCISD.
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Figure 5: Difference between ENPT2 and RGCISD for Stair-Evangelista isomers of H10: (a)
1D chain, (b) 1D ring, (c) 2D sheet, (d) 3D pyramid. Results computed with the OO-DOCI
orbitals in the STO-6G basis set.

The same is generally true for the Stair-Evangelista isomers of H10:97 the chain of 10

equidistant H atoms, the circular ring of 10 equidistant H atoms, the 3-4-3 planar sheet of

10 equidistant H atoms and the pyramid of 10 equidistant H atoms. The pyramid is in fact

a tetrahedron with an H atom at each vertex and an H atom at the midpoint of each edge.

OO-DOCI is a reasonable description for the chain and the ring, but not for the sheet nor

the pyramid. In all cases, RGCISD ≈ DOCI, with an agreement on the order of 10−9 for

the chain and the ring, and 10−6 for the sheet and the pyramid.63 Figure 5 shows the errors
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of ENPT2 with respect to RGCISD. In all cases the disagreement between the two is less

than 1 mEh. Note that for the first three points of the sheet, and the first four points of

the pyramid, there is a curve crossing and the refence RG state is different.63 Even so, the

agreement between ENPT2 with singles and RGCISD is quite good for a fraction of the cost.
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Figure 6: Variational RG |M⟩ and ENPT2 with singles for linear equidistant H50. Results
computed with the PNOF7 orbitals in the STO-6G basis set.

Finally, a variational RG treatment and ENPT2 with singles of linear equidistant H50 is

shown in figure 6. This system is too large to treat with DOCI so the main point is that

ENPT2 can be computed in a reasonable time. By computing the TDM elements in parallel,

this computation requires roughly an hour on a modest desktop machine. As expected,

the reference RG state is |M⟩, and the ENPT2 correction is largest near the equilibrium

geometry before decaying to zero at dissociation. As OO-DOCI is unfeasible, the orbitals

employed are those optimal for the Piris natural orbital functional PNOF798–100 from ref.101

Natural orbital functionals are close cousins of geminal wavefunctions: the 2-RDM elements

are explicit functions of the 1-RDM elements, which is the case for the antisymmetrized

product of strongly orthogonal geminals (APSG)102–104 and the antisymmetrized geminal

power (AGP).105–107 PNOF7 is not N-representable, but can be loosely understood as having

intrapair elements like APSG and interpair elements like AGP.33

Since the RG reference is |M⟩, a linear regression of ln ∆ε
|g| may be performed, which is
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Table 1: Linear regression of ln∆ε in units of |g| as a function of r: ln ∆ε
|g| = ar+ b.

Standard errors of the slope (σa), and y-intercept (σb) as well as the correlation
coefficient (R2) are reported. The x-intercept is computed as r0 = − b

a
.

a b σa σb R2 rC
-0.986 3.029 0.003 0.011 0.9999 3.074
-0.984 3.026 0.002 0.009 0.9999 3.074
-1.080 3.504 0.008 0.033 0.9990 3.245
-1.078 3.501 0.008 0.032 0.9990 3.246
-1.086 3.536 0.009 0.037 0.9987 3.255
-1.083 3.527 0.008 0.033 0.9990 3.255
-1.084 3.529 0.008 0.033 0.9990 3.255
-1.084 3.530 0.008 0.032 0.9990 3.255
-1.084 3.530 0.008 0.032 0.9991 3.255
-1.086 3.526 0.009 0.035 0.9989 3.256
-1.085 3.533 0.008 0.034 0.9989 3.257
-1.083 3.257 0.009 0.034 0.9989 3.257
-1.064 3.475 0.008 0.034 0.9989 3.267
-1.085 3.578 0.017 0.070 0.9954 3.299
-1.071 3.534 0.020 0.080 0.9939 3.300
-1.074 3.547 0.018 0.074 0.9948 3.302
-1.074 3.547 0.019 0.076 0.9945 3.304
-1.069 3.534 0.019 0.077 0.9942 3.307
-1.070 3.540 0.019 0.077 0.9943 3.308
-1.069 3.536 0.019 0.077 0.9942 3.308
-1.068 3.534 0.019 0.078 0.9941 3.308
-1.069 3.538 0.019 0.077 0.9943 3.308
-1.070 3.541 0.019 0.078 0.9941 3.309
-1.071 3.561 0.017 0.067 0.9956 3.326
-1.076 3.580 0.016 0.065 0.9959 3.327

summarized in Table 1. The PNOF7 orbitals change their nature at small r, so the regression

may only be performed in the linear regime, which occurs once r > 2.08 bohr. The fit of

the parameters is quite good, though many of correlation coefficients (R2) are not perfect.

All of the pairs have rC between 3.07 bohr and 3.23 bohr. Again, for the moment the

purpose of the H50 results is to demonstrate that they are feasible. While PNOF7 orbitals

are likely a reasonable approximation, a proper orbital optimization will be included for the

RG variational treatment in the near future.
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Conclusion

Tractable expressions for the TDM elements between RG states have been made possible by

isolating the near-zero singular values in the inverse of J , a trick developed in the robust

Wick’s theorem formalism of Chen and Scuseria.68 These TDM elements may be computed

perfectly in parallel. Couplings of the RG reference |M⟩ with its low-lying excited states all

vanish for large r in different ways. As expected, localized orbitals are necessary for size-

consistency. The near-zero singular values of the effective overlap matrix J and the nature of

the RG excited states provide analogues of the Slater-Condon rules for Slater determinants.

In particular, a k-pair excitation always has k near-zero singular values, with additional small

singular value for each transfer between VBS when ∆εa < |g|. If J has three or more small

singular values, there is no coupling. Finally, Epstein-Nesbet perturbation theory with pair-

single excitations yields results comparable to RGCISD at a much reduced cost. While all of

these results are presented for seniority-zero states, many of them will carry forward to RG

excited states with different seniorities which will be treated in an upcoming contribution.
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